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ABSTRACT

As the initial phase of the formal waste minimizationprogram, the Department of Energy
requires assessments of all its waste-generating operations. These assessments, called
process waste assessments (PWAs), are a tool which helps achieve the pollution
prevention goals.

The DOE complex is comprised Ofnumerous sites located in many differentstates. The
facilities as a whole represent a tremendous diversityof technologies, processes, and
activities. Due to this diversity, there are also a wide variety and number of waste streams
generated. Many of these waste streams are small, intermittent,and not of consistent
composition. The PWA graded approach methodologyaddr63ses these complexities and
recognizes that processes vary in the quantityof pollutionthey generate, as well as inthe
perceived risk and associated hazards. Therefore, the graded approach was developed
to provide a cost-effective and flexible methodologywhich allows individual sites to
prioritize their local concerns and align their efforts withthe resources allocated, while
also providingconsistency throughoutthe DOE to perform PWAs with minimal
documentation.

This presentation will describe a project sponsored by the United States Department of
Energy, Office of Environmental Restorationand Waste Management, Waste Minimization
Division, DOE/EM-352, which developed a graded approach methodology for use
throughout the DOE. This methodologywas initiatedin FY93 through a combined effort of
the following DOE/Defense Program sites: Kansas City Plant, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory,Sandia National Laboratories/Cali-
fornia, and Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico. The graded approach method-
ology will be tested in FY94. This presentation will describe the process waste
assessment tool, benefits achieved throughthe completion of PWAs, DOE's graded
approach methodology, and an update on the project's current status.

*Operatedfor theUnitedStatesDepartmentof EnergyunderContractNo. DE-ACO4-76-DP00613..Copyright_liedSignal Inc., 1994



INTRODUCTION

Waste costs, liabilities, and regulations have been and are today growing concerns for
government and industry. Process waste assessments (PWAs) are tools which
proactively manage these concerns. DOE has recognized the benefits of a PWA in the
DOE Wast_ Minimization PollutionPreventionCrosscut Plan1which states that the
completion of opportunityassessments (or process waste assessments) is of critical
importance to DOE because they are essential management decision making tools that
tell DOE:

°

(1) How much waste and environmental releases can be avoided,

(2) Through what process changes waste reduction can be achieved,

(3) What it will cost to implement a waste minimization/pollutionprevention
opportunity,and

(4) What will be the long-termsavings in avoided waste management costs.

The Kansas City Plant is working with other contractors in the DOE complex to develop a
graded approach for PWAs. The goals of this methodologyare to develop cost-effective
and flexible methodologywhich allows individualsites to prioritizetheir local concerns and
align their efforts with the resources allocated, while also providingconsistency throughout
the DOE to perform PWAs with minimal documentation.

What is a Process Waste Assessment?

A process waste assessment (PWA) is a pollutionprevention.toolwith the objective of
identifyingopportunitiesand methods to reduce or eliminate all wastes? A material
balance is performed around a specific process or operation to qualify and quantifythe
materials entering and exitingthe process. The exiting materials are separated into
product, by-product,waste management (liquidand/or solid), and air release streams.
Next, opportunitiesare identifiedand evaluated for the ability to eliminate or minimize the
non-value-added waste streams exiting the process. Therefore, the PWA provides the
basic tool for the identificationof opportunitiesto eliminate/minimize the release of
hazardous and nonhazardous wastes and a comprehensive process baseline from which
to measure pollutionprevention progress. The PWAs also identifythose processes,
operations, and procedures that need to be improved or replaced to promote pollution
prevention. Simply stated, PWAs can be the foundationupon which comprehensive and
effective pollutionprevention rests.

DOE's PWA GRADED APPROACH METHODOLOGY

The DOE complex is comprised of numerous sites located in many differentstates.
These facilities range from single-missionto multiple-disciplinaryfacilities, as well as quite
small to very large. The facilities as a whole represent a tremendous diversity of r"
technologies, processes, and activities. Due to this diversity, there are also a wide variety
and number of waste streams generated. Many of these waste streams are small and _1
intermittentand not of consistent composition. The value added of detailed ana!ysis for

2

individual, small waste streams is often not sufficientto justifythe cost, nor is the analysis
necessarily meaningful since many of these waste streams are constantlychanging.



The PWA Graded Approach addresses these complexitiesand recognizes that processes
vary in the quantity of pollutionthey generate, as well as in the perceived risk and hazards
associated withinan operation. Therefore, the graded approach is intended to provide a

•. cost-effective and flexible methodologywhich allows individualsites to prioritize their local
concerns and align their efforts withthe resources allocated, while also providingsome
consistency throughoutthe DOE to perform PWAs. In order to achieve this, the approach

_. has defined three levels of effort to satisfy the requirement of completing a PWA.

If used properly, the graded approach will allow a site to concentrate its shrinking
resources on the most importantwaste problems first. While all of the site's waste
streams and processes will be assessed, the most critical areas will be assessed first
and to the greatest extent.

The objectives of the graded approach methodologyare to: (1) develop a uniform PWA
graded approach applicable to both productionand laboratory facilities in the DOE;
(2) establish reasonable parameters to use in the graded approach such as material
toxicity, waste quantity, and cost factors; (3) establish minimum requirements for the PWA
levels; and (4) provide justificationfor informal PWAs. A team was formed in FY93 which
consisted of the four Department of Energy Defense Program laboratories--Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National
Laboratories/California, and Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico--and a production
facility, Kansas City Plant, to achieve these objectives. The following methodology was
developed as a result of their efforts.

The Pollution Prevention Graded Approach Logic Diagram3 in Figure 1 illustrates
graphically how the methodologyworks. The diagram starts at the top with the Level I,
minimum effort assessment and works downto an informal and/or formal assessment.
The methodology shown in the logic diagram allows flexibility and provides a consistent
structure. A site must develop the PriorityMaterial/Waste Stream List to use the graded
approach. This list provides the site an opportunityto identifytheir individual regulatory
and/or prioritized needs to cost-effectivelydetermine if additional, more detailed analysis
is necessary. DOE and its contractorsare developing requirements and suggestions for
this list.

Requirements have also been established for each assessment level. The emphasis of
the first level is to provide a minimal amount of descriptive, quantitative,and qualitative
information to document each of the facility's processes and activities. The next two
assessment levels add pollutionpreventionopportunity identificationand evaluation
requirements in increasing amounts of detail.
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Pollution Prevention Graded Approach
Logic Diagram
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